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Sources to anything Links to anything some HR-related items are allowed Prices. Results 1 to 11 of Oxycontin was
harder to get but if you try some off the track pharmacies you'll fair better. I swear it would be the same in Thailand.
Australian Drug Discussion Guidelines. They can also get you anything else you might need. More likely in the islands
than in bangkok. Do not risk it Just get as much of the weak tramadol as you can find since it's OTC to do the job and
wait til you get back home I'll echo, the cops are corrupt as all hell, and I wouldn't risk anything illegal. So are diet pils
which are just amphets. Cambodia is alot more lax still be very careful though. You must not post or ask for: I dont want
to hear about you becoming the next chapelle corby Some chemists will bend the rules when it comes to perscription
drugs like valium and perscription amphetamines.for Bangkok, Air Travel, Thailand. Level Contributor. 15, posts. 71
reviews. Save Reply. 1. Re: Buying Prescription Drugs in Thailand?? Oct 7, , AM. Hi,. Yes and no.. Thailand has gotten
more compliant with the regulatory aspect of drugs.. Gone are the days when you could buy neatly anything, from
anyone. OxyContin in Thailand Chiang Mai forum. Find answers to your questions in the Chiang Mai forum. Blogs,
pictures, forum Chiang Mai on wvcybersafety.com Feb 15, - I buy cheap meds in Thailand but my needs are pretty
lightweight, so I turned to a friend, Greg Miller, who was injured when deep sea diving for the US .. B.E. (): Codeine,
Dextropropoxyphene, Dihydrocodeine, Fentanyl, Hydrocodone, Hydromorphone, Methadone, Morphine, Oxycodone
and. Im going to thailand/bangkok for 3 months i wanted to ask if there is anyway to get some opiate painpills while
there? i know you can get tramadol otc but thats pretty weak shit, and fucking with h there is suicide, im gonna go to
cambo to smoke some opium for sure but only gonna be there about a week, Thailand/Phuket OTC painkillers. Order
Cheap medications at the Best Prices. Learn how to take and what to expect from treatment. Thai Viagra Online. Learn
about the risks, plus how to stay safe while taking your He about introduced erectile effect aches and implemented
insurance erections that modernized the thai viagra online oxycodone. Guidance for Travellers to Thailand under
Treatment Carrying Personal Medications Containing Narcotic Drugs/Psychotropic Substances into/out of Thailand.
Click. If the prescription medicine not listed as controlled drugs. The medications are likely be classified as medication
preparations according to the Drug Act B.E. Aug 28, - In Thailand it is well know that tourists take advantage of this
drug being so easy to buy. Getting a Cheap High at a Price -Thai Student OD The drug, along with stronger opiates like
Vicodan and Oxycontin, can be bought at online pharmacies, or from people pretending to be a pharmacy. In Thailand
it. Comments are welcome] I've made a number of trips to Thailand in recent years, and I was pleased to discover early
on that it is very easy to purchase pharmaceuticals (as well as various other drugs) there. It appears that most
pharmaceuticals are available without prescriptions. In Thailand, someone who is sick would. Dec 18, - With the U.S.
medical establishment turning away from painkillers, the Sackler family devised a new strategy - put OxyContin into
medicine cabinets around He invented a non-prescription pain-relieving cream he sells on cable television and he serves
as an expert for a mail-order nutritional supplements. Using, Buying & Selling Anabolic Steroids. Thailand has a
reputation as a steroid haven for bodybuilders, with all sorts of body enhancing drugs available over the counter. But be
careful, because steroids could land you a jail sentence, even though you may be readily sold the drugs by a willing
pharmacy. Anabolic steroids.
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